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Virgin Galactic will make a giant leap toward commercial suborbital spaceflight. The company will launch its first fully crewed flight of its SpaceShipTwo space plane Unity with a
special passenger on ...

Virgin Galactic's SpaceShipTwo Unity 22 launch with Richard Branson. See video and photos of the flight.
Electricity was due to be restored from one plant on Sunday, while water companies that were forced to shut down due to power shortages were also prepared to resume ... a ship
rocked the facility ...

Middle East Newsletter: Crisis Deepens in Lebanon
With the arrival of the PACIFIC RUBY, business activities will resume at the SHI-MCI yard, which has been largely idle due to the inability of the oil and gas operators to launch new
major ...

Samsung resumes activities at SHI-MCI Yard as Pacific Ruby berths in Lagos
The Federal Aviation Administration has initiated nearly 500 investigations into "unruly passenger" incidents so far this year, more than three times the total number in 2019. The
TSA called the ...

'Critical to everyone's safety': TSA resumes self-defense training amid uptick of unruly passengers
Branson and Virgin Galactic teamed up with Burt Rutan and Scaled Composites to develop a follow-on ship called SpaceShipTwo ... at Scaled Composites’ facility in Mojave, killing
three workers ...

Virgin Galactic successfully flies six person crew including founder Sir Richard Branson
Boom plans to use sustainable aviation fuel for the plane ... announced that such vessels would in future be moved to port facilities further away. But, Venice aside, Joel Katz,
managing director ...

Sustainable travel: How to be a better traveller after COVID-19
Eight of the company's nine brands either have resumed or have announced they plan to resume guest cruise operations ... which will include additional ship restarts for fiscal year
2021.

Carnival Corporation & plc Provides Second Quarter 2021 Business Update
Dubai Duty Free will also resume its operations at Terminal 1 at ... International’s Terminal 1 and Concourse D on June 24. The facilities were closed from March 25, 2020 following
the partial ...
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Dubai Duty Free to resume Terminal 1 operations from June 24
Terminal 3 has been closed to regular passengers since early May 2020, although a facility to process ... Olsen Cruise Lines is to resume sailing today, with its new ship Borealis to
depart ...

Madeira to allow entry to 'Indian vaccine' Britons
Longer term relief in the form of a small business lending facility would also be needed ... heightens the uncertainty surrounding a global aviation industry that has been devastated
in 2020.

Coronavirus: US luxury homebuilder sees continued strong demand — as it happened
Mardi Gras, the cruise line's newest ship, is set to begin seven-day cruises from Florida's Port Canaveral on July 31. Additional Carnival ships will resume service in August. While the
cruise ...

Carnival Cruise Line launches first ship from US port since onset of COVID-19 pandemic
Fully vaccinated travellers can enjoy a relaxing and safe getaway in a list of pre-approved Covid-19 safe resorts across the island. Dubai-based airline Emirates has announced that it
will restart ...

Emirates to resume passenger flights to Mauritius from July 15
“As people come back from the pandemic — and as brand-new terminals facilities come on line ... Planning is underway to resume the projects. Besides United, a variety of transAtlantic ...

How Newark Airport Declined In The Pandemic And Then Rose Again
Airlines have reported some 3,000 cases of unruly behavior by passengers to the Federal Aviation Administration this year ... Southwest and American airlines announced last month
they wouldn't resume ...

A record 3,000 unruly passenger reports have been made to the FAA this year
Commits to Offset Three Million Metric Tons of Greenhouse Gas Emissions Over Three Years to Bridge Gaps in Decarbonization Efforts Climate Action Strategy to Reach Carbon
Neutrality Includes Focus on ...

Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings Ltd. Takes Action Against Climate Change with Creation of Long-Term Strategy and Goal to Reach Carbon Neutrality
More than 350 transit systems are providing free transportation to vaccination sites or using their transit stations and facilities as vaccination sites ... is the best way to defeat this
virus and ...

Free Rides and Pop-Up Vaccination Sites – How Transit Agencies are Helping the Vaccination Effort
Proby Parkway, will ship customer orders ... office space and other facilities at the Colorado Springs Airport for Southwest, said Greg Phillips, city aviation director. How Colorado
Springs ...

Major Colorado Springs construction projects make strides heading into 2021
A Government spokeswoman said: “The public is advised that TCD’s Southside testing facility is closed today – June 23. “Normal service will resume from 8.30am to 4.30pm
tomorrow.
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